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oped into an Alliance, but there is no doubt that it delayed
this coalition which had been Bismarck's worst nightmare.
Such was the success of one set of alliances, establishing
the domination of the Eastern Empires, by which Bismarck
for nearly a score of years conjured away an open clash
between Russia and Austria in the Balkans, preserved
almost unbroken the good relations of Germany with her
powerful neighbors to the south and east, and thereby
lessened the danger from the west The very existence of
the Alliance of 1881 with Russia and Austria had been" pre-
served with such perfect secrecy that it gave rise to no
suspicions or alarm on the part of France or other Powers.
THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE OF 1882
The formation of the Triple Alliance is commonly at-
tributed to Bismarck. He is pictured as encouraging France
to seize Tunis with the calculation that this "would arouse
such bitterness in Italy that Bismarck could undoubtedly
secure the consent of the Italian Government to an alliance
with Austria and Germany," ^ It is true that he encour-
aged France to "pluck the ripe Tunisian. fruit" and to en-
gage m other colonial adventures. But he did this mainly in
the hope of winning the friendship of the French by sup-
porting their ambitions, and also of interesting them in
colonial activities which would help them to forget the
defeat of 1870. He hoped they would expend their energies
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